
Pleasure and politics

The gardens of the French 
Renaissance



Charles VIII’s Italian dream: a military campaign that failed but…



France at the end of the 15th century: a powerful state

Italy: a divided peninsula
An easy prey

Charles VIII’s goal: to occupy 
the Kingdom of Naples

Claim over throne of Naples



Charles VIII and his retinue fascinated by the beauty of Italian gardens



“It seems only 
Adam and Eve are 

missing to make it a 
paradise on earth” 

(Charles VIII)







The medieval garden: an enclosed space devoted to growing vegetables, fruits and medicinal herbs

The garden: a key role in the medieval economy



The medieval layout: each section housing a specific type of plant



Pacello da Mercogliano 
(landscape architect and hydraulic 

engineer )

The gardens at Amboise: 
the Italian model – The pleasure 

garden



Compartmentalized flower & vegetable beds – Geometric designs & fountains

The Renaissance garden: distinction between medieval (utility) & pleasure gardens blurred – Period of transition







Villandry



Vegetable garden at Villandry









The Val de Loire: flat 
ground

The terraced garden

To admire the gardens 
from the top

Parterres en broderie 
always close to the 

château



The birth of a “French tradition”

The first treatises of architecture: rigorous geometry
The garden in the direct axis of the château

Translation of Italian garden vocabulary in French

The garden: a masterpiece in itself



The garden “à la française”



Chantilly



Sceaux





Vaux-le-Vicomte



Important influence on the art of gardening in Renaissance France

Italian novel (illustrated) Imagine “hills covered with trees so nicely displayed it seemed they 
had been planted in line to give pleasure to the watchers”



Pacello da Mercogliano

The transformation of 
the gardens at Blois 

(Louis XII)



Chenonceau:  the Italian model incorporated & re-interpreted



1547: Henri II, King of France

Catherine de Medici

The marriage of Henri & Catherine: a political act negotiated by François I and Pope Clement VII



Clement VII (Jules de Medici) – Catherine’s tutor



Charles V (Holy Roman Emperor)

Hegemony over Italian peninsula – A threat to 
the Pope’s temporal power



An alliance with Francis I

Catherine de Medici



Francis I’s disastrous defeat at the battle of Pavia (1525)



François I captured and held prisoner in Spain a forced to sign treaty with Charles V

"Of all things, nothing 
remains to me but honour 

and life, which is safe.“
Francis I to his mother

Treaty of Madrid (1526)
Francis I forced to 

relinquish all claims over 
Milan and Naples

The independence of the 
duchy of Burgundy 





Henri and his older brother sent to Spain to replace Francis I (4 years of harsh captivity)

Francis repudiated the Treaty of Madrid 
as soon as he returned to France

Marriage with Catherine de Medici: to allow 
Francis I to regain its footing in Italy





Diane de Poitiers: Henri II’s true love – A discreet relationship

Diane: 20 years older than Henri





Henri, Catherine & Diane: the « royal Trinity »

Catherine’s precarious position: no 
children (first 10 years of marriage)

Diane: Catherine’s protector
Governess of the royal children!

“I loved him so 
much that I 
was always 

afraid”

Catherine & Diane: no friendship – A fragile complicity

“Never woman 
who loved her 
husband could 

love his 
whore…”



Diane: 20 years older than Henri

Francis II and Mary Stuart

Jane Fleming



1547: a triumphant Diane de Poitiers (mistress, friend and confidant)



Chenonceau: Henri II’s gift to Diane



The most original of the Val de Loire châteaux – Conceived like a Venetian palace – Built over the River Cher



Chenonceau was built in 1514–1522 on the foundations of an old mill

The château was incorporated 
to its natural environment

Diane: the addition of a arched bridge 
over the Cher



Chenonceau first transformed by Charles Bohier (Louis XII’s former war commissioner in Italy)

1535: Bohier forced to relinquish Chenonceau to Francis I



Diane’s vision for Chenonceau: to surround the château with gardens aimed at enhancing its beauty & harmony



The gardens of Chenonceau: the most innovating of the Renaissance gardens



Two perpendicular paths and two diagonal paths delimit eight large triangles of lawn decorated with curving scrolls of shrubs

Raised terraces to protect the 
garden from the Cher

An open promenade to enjoy the whole garden



A fountain at the centre



A rigorous geometry



1559: Henri II mortally wounded during a tournament



Catherine de Medici forced Diane de Poitiers to relinquish Chenonceau

Château de Chaumont-sur-Loire



Chenonceau: a safe haven

Catherine’s difficult task: to maintain 
internal peace

A young new king (Francis II)

The growing religious tensions 

(Catholics vs. Protestants)



The Wars of Religion



Chenonceau: an instrument of power and reconciliation



The addition of two-level gallery over the arched bridge



A unique reception room – Ostentation & exhibition



Catherine’s garden at Chenonceau: a garden for the senses

Five panels of lawn, grouped around an 
circular basin and punctuated with 

globes of boxwood.

Rose bushes and lavender





1560: the Amboise conspiracy – Protestants plot aimed at kidnapping the new king Francis II

The next day: a memorable lavish and spectacular entertainment at Chenonceau – The purpose: to reconciliate



Chenonceau: the 
enchanting spot used 
to pacify the kingdom 
and appease tensions

Peaceful coexistence in 
presence of the king









The scenic effect of Chenonceau and its garden illuminated at night




